• All cover panels must be removed before pool use – entrapment risk!
• This is not a safety cover!
• Do not walk or play on cover panels; they will not support weight!
• Non-secured cover panels are a hazard!
• Keep children and animals away! Visibility is limited under cover panels!
• Failing to obey these warnings will result in injury or drowning!

POOL BLANKET PANEL CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
• Periodically rinse your panels with non-chlorinated water to remove residue build-up that can potentially break down material. A soft bristled brush can be used with a mild detergent.
• Remove all panels prior to shocking pool with chemicals, and closely follow the chemical manufacturers’ instructions for pool shocking. Do not replace any panel to water surface until pH and chlorine levels have returned to a level safe for swimmers.
• Repair small tears immediately with tarp tape (contact Spectrum for instructions) to keep tears from enlarging.
• Always use a storage reel system to deploy and remove all blanket panels. Use only the designated grommets and pull straps, taking care not to drag panels across the pool deck or lane lanes. Doing so may damage the outer protective covering, thereby limiting the life of your pool blanket.
• Cover your storage reel system when not in use.
• Do not make any unauthorized alterations to your cover. Doing so will void the warranty.

WARRANTY IS VOID IF:
• Panel(s) kept on during pool shocking or chemical treatments.
• Panel(s) replaced too soon after pool shocking or chemical treatments.
• Panel(s) damaged by dragging over objects or equipment, including lane lines.
• Panel(s) deployed or removed using something other than designated grommets or pull straps.
• Unauthorized alterations are made to the pool panel(s).
• Panel(s) stored improperly or folded to the point of creasing.